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Brush script font



By ExtremeTech Staff on May 18, 2001 at 12:00 am This site can earn affiliate commissions from links on this page. Terms of use. Think you can improve your site with a Weblog — a personal thought post or a profile of a site you find interesting. Scripting News acts as a portal for taking down sites so
you can see how people are using the technology. It is hosted by Userland, the company that makes components for Web logs, including software that basically lets you turn your PC into a Web server to allow you to post your logs. In typography, serifs are extra small strokes found at the end of the main
vertical and horizontal strokes of some letters. Some serifs are subtle and others are pronounced and clear. In some cases, serif helps in typographical readability. The term serif font refers to any type style that has serifs. (Fonts without serifs are called sans serif fonts.) Serif fonts are popular and have
been around for years. Times Roman is one example of a serif font. Rita Shehan's font with serif is very useful for large text blocks. Serif makes it easy for the eye to travel through text. Many serif fonts are beautifully designed and add a distinctive touch wherever they are used. Most books, newspapers,
and magazines use serif fonts for their cult. Serif fonts are useless for web design, especially when used in small sizes. Because the screen resolution of some computer monitors is low, small serifs can be lost or blurred, which makes text difficult to read. Many web designers prefer to use sans-serif fonts
for a clean and modern casual vibe. Serif forms vary, but are generally described as: Hairline serifsSquare or serifsWedge serifs Hairline serifs are much thinner than the main strokes. Square serifs or slabs are thicker than hairline serifs and can even be heavier weight than major strokes. Serif wedge is
triangular in shape. Serif is locked up or not locked up. Brackets are connectors between letter strokes and their serifs. Most caged serifs provide a curved transition between serif and major stroke. The irreversible serif attaches directly to the stroke of a letter shape, sometimes suddenly or at the right
angle. In this division, the serif itself can be blunt, round, tapered, pointed or some form of hybrid. Classic serif fonts are one of the most reliable and beautiful fonts. Fonts in each classification (except informal or new fonts) have the same characteristics including their serif shape or appearance. They can
be loosely categorized as follows: Modern serif fonts until the end of the 18th century. There is a noticeable difference between the bold and thin strokes of the letters. Examples include:BodoniBernhard ModernWalbaumDidotElephantCentury SchoolbookOld style font is serif letters. Some date to before
the mid-18th century. Newer typography modeled on this original font also called old style fonts. Examples include:Berkeley OldstyleStempel SchneidlerBemboGalliardCaslonGaramondPalatinoTransitional, or baroque, font development dates to the mid-18th century when improved printing methods made
it possible to reproduce fine line strokes. Some fonts derived from this increase include:BaskervilleUtopia ChairmanGeorgiaCaslon GraphiqueTimes New RomanSlimbachSlab Serif fonts are easily identified by serifs that are usually bold, square or rectangular. They are often bold and designed to attract
attention, not used in large copy blocks. The Font Bodoni EgyptianClarendonGlyphaRockwellMemphisCourierBlackletter is also referred to as an Old English or Gothic font. They are recognized by their mutated appearance. Useful on certificates or as a starting letter, blackletter fonts are not easy to read
and should not be used in all uppercase letters. Blackletter fonts include:Notre DameClairvauxOld EnglishGoudy TextLuminariCloister BlackInformal or Novelty serif fonts are eye-catching and best used sparingly combined with other fonts that are readable. New fonts vary. They call moods, times,
emotions or special occasions. Examples include:Gist RoughType KeysCountry WesternWhite RabbitSnow GooseDeadWoodRustic Font free script, a.k.a. free expressive font, add a special and versatile aesthetic to your design. They can be used to mimic formal handwriting or bernasi, or even regular
scribbles. You can add signature style fonts, or even fonts that are reminiscent of brush letters. Or, maybe you're on a mission to create something even more eye-catching, abstract or unique. Whatever your purpose, there will be script fonts for you, but with so much junk all over the web, it can be hard to
find what you're looking for. We've done the foot job and put together a brilliant selection of free script fonts in one post. They are all free to use in personal projects, and some are even free for commercial use as well. If you're looking for more typography resources, check out the best free font sets that
are great free handwriting fonts, fun fonts, italic fonts, and free brush fonts. Or if you're looking for something from another era, check out our best Old English fonts. Once you get your font, see also our post on how to add fonts in Photoshop.01. Rampage Monoline ScriptFlowy, bouncy and full of
personality (Image credit: Hartawan)This elegant font is a touch of vintage monoline, which has a wonderful sense of movement and flow. Its curves and reflections draw the eye while remaining clear to read. This script comes regularly and roundly, and is completely free to use. Elegant yet easy to read,
Barcelony is one of the best free script fonts for invitations (Image credit: Crella Marketplace/Creatype Studio Mats-Peter Forss)Looking for free script fonts for invitations or other stationery? This is one we highly recommend. Smooth, elegant and classic, this signature stylish casual monoline font is
packed with personalities yet clear and easy to read. Barcelony Signature is free for personal use, or $11 for commercial use. 03. CervanttisCervanttis is a collection of free script fonts with handwritten shades (Image credit: Crella Marketplace/Creatype Studio/Mats-Peter Forss )In the hunt for signature
handwritten fonts? Cervanttis Signature Script is a collection of free script fonts with convincing natural flow and style. Another great freebie from the makers of Barcelony (above), this free script font is free for personal use, and $11 for commercial use. 04. ArkipelagoThere are shades of wet ink for
Arkipelago (Image credit: Pixel Surplus)Who doesn't like free brush script fonts? Created by Nasir Udin, Arkipelago combines the nuances of wet ink with traditional vibrations to evoke a clear but realistically imperfect handwritten impression. Arkipelago contains additional alternative mail, and is free for
personal and commercial use.05. AmericaAmerica harnesses the spirit of Childish Gambino (Image credit: Alex Joganic)Inspired by This is America, Childish Gambino's hit song of 2018, America offers great dramatic capital and natural flowing strokes. This bold textured script font features a full set of
upper and lower case characters, plus some alternate characters. It is free for personal commercial use and desktop.06. BriberaWith a beautiful 3D feel, Bribera is one of the best free script fonts around (Image credit: Pixel Surplus)There's a lovely 3D feel to this rugged script font and hand letters.
Designed by Sarid Ezra, Briberra features stylistic alternatives and swashes and is great for quotes, t-shirt designs, and other branding projects. It contains multilingual characters, supports PUA, and is free for personal and commercial use.07. BimboSome's free script fonts are too formal, but Bimbo
breaks the mold (Image credit: Pixel Surplus)Handwritten script fonts often look a little fake and contrived, but here's one that looks more like real writing. An extension and redesign of the Arsenale White typeface, Bimbo was created in 2018 by Francesco Canovaro for Zetafonts. This monoline display
font is ideal for minimal letters and logos, fake handwritten notes, and metatextual jokes.08. OchreOchre is located at the end of the spectrum of free script fonts (Image credit: Pixel Surplus)If you are looking for a free script font with an atmosphere of elegance and romance, then take a look at Ochre
Script. This hand-drawn calligraphy font from Gizem Kiliç allows you to add a beautiful personal feel to wedding stationery, cards, letters and similar designs. And free for personal and commercial use.09. FauneFaune is one of the most unusual free script fonts we've ever seen (Image credit: Alice
Savoie/Centre National des Arts Plastiques/Groupe Imprimerie Nationale)A designed by Alice Savoie, Faune is commissioned by the Centre National des Arts Plastiques, in collaboration with the Groupe Imprimerie Nationale. It's interesting and unusual fonts are designed to reflect the plurality of the
animal world. This can be downloaded for personal and commercial use, as long as you include author credits.10. Hoodson ScriptHoodson Script is one of our favorite free script fonts for logos, packaging, and posters With a bouncing baseline and bonus Swash set, this free script font packs a lot of
punch and personality into every curve. A great choice for logos, packaging and posters, Hoodson Script is the work of Hendra Maulia, and can be downloaded freely for personal use, while a commercial license costs $17.11. SerendipityOne of the best free expressive fonts around, Serendipity is more
than just a happy accident (Image credit: Pixelbuddha) Of all the free expressive fonts we've seen lately, Serendipity is one of the most inspired. Created by The HungryJPEG and featuring over 90 hand drawn characters, it allows you to add a little originality and individuality to your letter and logo
designs. This font is free for personal and commercial use, although you must provide your email address to download it.12. Youth TouchGet relates to your inner child with this energetic font (Image credit: Font Space) Exploding with youthful energy, this vibrant scripted font created by Guilhem Greco of
Herofonts. Capable of supporting 310 characters, this expressive and versatile font is free to download for personal use only.13. Vegan StyleYou don't need to be vegan to enjoy these amazing fonts (Image credit: Font Room) Looking for more free script fonts that evoke youthful and trendy shades?
Vegan Style, created by Billy Argel, combines courage with beauty to create something fresh and original. Supporting 280 characters, this font is free to download for personal use only.14. Sugar &amp;amp; SpiceFeeling festive yet? (Image credit: Font Space) It's never too early to get ahead on your
festive designs, and Sugar &amp; Spice is here to help. Characterized by its ascender and short descender, it is one of the ideal free script fonts for multi-line type designs. By Brittney Murphy Design, this font is only free for personal use. 15. ShinkThis script fonts come with many alternatives to explore
(Image credit: DaFont) One of the smoothest and controlled free script fonts we've ever seen, Shink remains very legible. It also includes many alternatives, which you can use to customize your design. Created by 7NTypes, Shink is free for personal use or $15 for commercial licenses.16. Hickory Jack
Hickory Jack was created by designer Brittney Murphy, who is 'font obsessed' (Image credit: DaFont) Brittney Murphy is behind some of the best free expressive fonts around, and we just love this relaxing creation. Hickory Jack free for personal use, but you should contact Murphy to obtain a commercial
license. 17. CrunchyCrunchy is perfect for retro-style designs (Image credit: DaFont) Not many free script fonts that provide truly authentic authentic But Crunchy is one of them. Created by tipographer Mans Greback, it has a clear jada feel to it, and would be perfect for retro or vintage style designs. Note
that it is only free for personal use.18. Alex Brush This flowing script font was created by type designer Rob Leuschke (Image credit: 1001 fonts) There is a wonderful flow to this expressive font, created by designer Rob Leuschke of TypeSETit. Alex Brush has a short ascender and descender, and is nice
and legible. It is free for personal and commercial use. 19. La Sonnambula La Sonnambula (Image credit: 1001 fonts) Designed by Fernando Haro, La Sonnambula is a handwritten and extended font designed with calligraphy text and elegant titles in mind. It is named after an opera by Vincenzo Bellini,
performed by Maria Callas in Milan in 1957. But despite its classic roots, it's bang up to date, even including the Bitcoin symbol. Free for personal use only.20. Lily of the ValleyLily of the Valley is a script font with some lovely decorative touches (Image credit: DaFont) Gregory Medina - aka dcoxy - doing
outlines in free script fonts, and one of our favourites, Lily of the Valley, has been fully updated for 2020. Fun and unique with some charming flourishes, it features a complete set of lower and upper letter characters, plus accents and symbols. Free for personal use only.21. FlanellaThis script fonts are
free for personal and commercial use (Image credit: DaFont) One of the most original free script fonts we found, Flanella provides very smooth looping scripts full of characters and talents. These expressive fonts are free for commercial and personal projects.22. WoodlandsThe Woodlands is free for
personal and commercial use (Image credit: Pixel Surplus/Jeremy Vessey) One of the best free expressive fonts we've seen in a long time, The Woodlands offers a very modern and original look at calligraphy aesthetics. Jeremy Vessey's work, free for personal and commercial use, although note that you
must provide your email address to do so.23. NoelanAdd charms to your design with one of the quirkier free script fonts on our list (Image credit: ndro) Somewhat at the quirkier end of free script fonts, Noelan includes a number of alternatives and international characters, for easy mixing and matching.
Created by the team at ndro, this clean and modern design is free for personal use. 24. BloomCreate's gorgeous eye-catching design with beautiful bloom free expressive fonts (Image credit: Mats-Peter Forss) One of the many beautiful free expressive fonts from Mats-Peter Forss, Beautiful Bloom is a
great choice for print and digital projects, including stationery, posters, and logo designs. It is available free of charge only for use MilkshakeThick, a substantial script font Milkshake created by tipographer Laura Worthington (Image credit: Bold Faced Goods) One of the more free script fonts we've seen,
milkshakes round, thick and sturdy. Created by tipographer Laura Worthington, it's free to download from Bold Faced Goods, although note that you'll need to give them your physical address and email first.26. Variance ScriptA classic script fonts all-American (Image credit: Font Space) Want to give your
brand a touch of vintage charm? Boy Moch Tomi's first attempt at creating a free script font, Variane Script, was a modern take on the classic expressive style and reminiscent of the early 20th century American signboards. Free for personal and commercial use.27. Fabfelt ScriptAfter the script font with a
little retro? Try Fabfelt... (Image credit: Fabien Despinoy) Fabien Despinoy is the creative behind Fabfelt, one of the industry's most industry-felt free script fonts on our list. She set out to design handwritten fonts without graininess, and the result was a natural-looking font with a splash of retro charm.28.
DebbyDebby is a warm brush font that works well on greeting cards (Image credit: Befonts) Released by Artimasa, this beautifully drawn brush font will add a natural touch to your design. With her irregular and bouncing character, Debby is ideal for wedding invitations, posters, logos and greeting cards.
Free for personal and commercial use.29. A sophisticated Black JackThis type design created by Ronna Penner of Typadelic (Image credit: Font Squirrel) Hitting the sweet spot between sophisticated and friendly, Black Jack was created by Ronna Penner of Typadelic. Although this expressive font is only
available in one style, Black Jack consists of 177 characters, including a complete set of upper and lower case letters and numbers. It is free to use in private and commercial projects.30. Anke Regular FG CalligraphyUnusually among the expressive fonts, Anke Arnold's design has a set of more than 100
pairs of kerning built in (Image credit: 1001 fonts) (Image credit: Anke Arnold)One of the most unique free script fonts around, an Anke Calligraphic FG Regular was originally designed by Anke Arnold, but has been expanded to include international characters by Fontgrube Media Design. It is free for
personal and commercial use.31. Aguafina ScriptAguafina Script Regular is economical in its use of form letters (Image credits: 1001 fonts) This attractive and elegant free script font from Sudtipos offers a series of clean lines that manage to flow without expanding to fill every bit of space. It's economical
with the use of letter forms, reducing capital A to a simple up/down stroke with stylish flicks. One of the perfect free expressive fonts for bold titles, Aguafina Script is free for personal and commercial use.32. You know, what's going on? You know, what's going on? is a professional-looking script font
(Image credit: Pixelify/Mats-Peter Forss/Syaf Rizal) Script font clean, professional, and modern, Tahul includes a full set of upper and lower case letters, plus numbers, punctuation, and a variety of special characters, making it nice and versatile. This is is for personal and commercial projects, as long as
you credit the creator.33. CursiveA Luxury Font Class 5, Cursive Class 5 is great for retro-style designs (Image credit: DaFont) This very luxurious handwritten font has an old-fashioned look and feel to it, making it perfect for all retro and vintage inspired projects. It also makes use of the OpenType
feature to make it seem more natural. Designed by Lee Batchelor, free for personal and commercial use.34. Christopher HandCreate an easy writing appearance with this expressive font (Image credit: Cufon Fonts)This is not the most technically fined of our free script fonts, but we love the ease of letter
form and the honesty of designer notes. Created by El Stinger, it allows you to present an easy scrawl look. Christopher Hand is free for personal use only.35. Grand HotelGrand Hotel is a throw back to the 1930s, and has a serious retro charm (Image credit: Font Squirrel) The Grand Hotel has classic
weights and subtlety that make you think of signboards and artisan crafts, but its chairive lowercase lends itself to a number of different uses. Designed by Brian J Bonislawsky and Jim Lyles for Astigmatic, this free scripting font is free for personal and commercial use.36. PuzzledSome's free expressive
fonts can be bland, but this one is nice and distinctive (Image credit: Dmitriy Chirkov) With soft curves and haphazard aesthetics, handwriting, Puzzle is one of those free script fonts you reach when you want to make a statement. Created by Dmitriy Chirkov, it comes with a variety of punctuation,
numbers, and multilingual support. Free for personal and commercial use. Related articles: articles:
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